
China Seed Market To Hit $3.9 Billion!

Shandong Zhouyuan Seed and Nursery Co., Ltd (SZSN)
$0.28 UP 16.6%

China is the second largest seed market in the world. China’s current market 
is $2.9 Billion annually and experts forecast it to hit $3.9 Billion 
in the next 2.5 years. SZSN is already expanding to keep ahead of the demand. 
Read the news, and watch for more Monday. Get on SZSN!

They can’t be too green: that gunk is rich in electrolytes, and it could cause a
 short circuit that might cause inadvertent reanimation and a craving for a nice
 brainy snack.
Mr Johnson has also told me that he will never recover the money it cost him to 



have the book published and that it was never his intention to profit from it in
 the first place.
If there are any such reading this who live within a reasonable distance of Nort
hern California, please contact me and let’s see what we can set up.
This is a free program that only requires a microphone and speakers and a small 
webcam to communicate face to face.
Anyway, there’s a booksigning in Auburn this Saturday, and I’ll try to get some 
 more information on this.
Anderson, Morgan Holmes, S.
This took up a lot of time, especially when you add in computer crashes, problem
s in personal lives, and other complications.
"  I imagine this was intended to tie the two together.
It occurs to me that the time is ripe for some enterprising CAS fan with a backg
round in A-V to record them on video so that we can use these for any future doc
umentary on Clark.
Cover is another fine color painting by CAS, and we’re also reprinting Virgil Fi
nlay’s illustration for "Naat" from Weird Tales.
If CAS hadn’t been cremated, we could have wrapped him in copper wire and magnet
ized his coffin, and he’d generate enough electricity to solve Norcal’s power pr
oblems.
I am now laying out each issue, sending PDFs to the writers to correct, and send
ing the corrected final files to Nick, ready-to-go.
Mr Johnson has also told me that he will never recover the money it cost him to 
have the book published and that it was never his intention to profit from it in
 the first place.
I recommend anyone interested to have no second thoughts about purchasing Shadow
s Seen and Unseen.
Anyway, there’s a booksigning in Auburn this Saturday, and I’ll try to get some 
 more information on this.
And think about how I feel, seeing my treasure defaced in such a crude manner.
Scott, I think you’re taking this too personally.
I recently enrolled since I have a good friend in Fribourg at school, and my dau
ghter will be at Oxford this fall.
Wollen Sieauf der Karriereleiter emporklettern?
That’s right, you read it correctly.
It is a well made book and a nice homage to CAS.
We hope to use some more artwork as we cultivate relationships with artists capa
ble of doing justice to Smith’s work.
Contact me if you think you fit the bill.
We’re also including the prose poem "The Flower-Devil" as an appendix, since it 
was the source for "The Demon of the Flower.
I recommend anyone interested to have no second thoughts about purchasing Shadow
s Seen and Unseen.
This took up a lot of time, especially when you add in computer crashes, problem
s in personal lives, and other complications.
The only things we need for issue five are two brief pieces by me.
The only things we need for issue five are two brief pieces by me.
Plus still more CAS material: artwork, letters, photographs, etc.
Scott, I think you’re taking this too personally.
On hand for future issues are: "Dawn of Discord," an unreprinted story rewritten
 by E.
I was blocking out a rough amount of text and sending it to Seele-Brennt publish
er Nick Curtis, who would lay it out and send me the proofs.
Here’s what we have on board so far:  a charming and previously unpublished "cat
" poem by CAS; essays on Smith’s poems "Ode to the Abyss" and "Connaissance" by 
Carl Jay Buchanan and Phillip A.
We hope to use some more artwork as we cultivate relationships with artists capa
ble of doing justice to Smith’s work.
In addition, the editor used Photo-Shop to add a pink flamingo to the foreground
.



If there are any such reading this who live within a reasonable distance of Nort
hern California, please contact me and let’s see what we can set up.
We’re also including the prose poem "The Flower-Devil" as an appendix, since it 
was the source for "The Demon of the Flower.
If CAS hadn’t been cremated, we could have wrapped him in copper wire and magnet
ized his coffin, and he’d generate enough electricity to solve Norcal’s power pr
oblems.
Scott, I think you’re taking this too personally.
I recommend anyone interested to have no second thoughts about purchasing Shadow
s Seen and Unseen.
It is a well made book and a nice homage to CAS.
We’re also including the prose poem "The Flower-Devil" as an appendix, since it 
was the source for "The Demon of the Flower.
Seems to me that Mr Johnson is motivated by all the right reasons.
Wollen Sieauf der Karriereleiter emporklettern?
In addition, the editor used Photo-Shop to add a pink flamingo to the foreground
.
The bonus booklet is still delayed because of artwork problems.
Anderson, Morgan Holmes, S.
And think about how I feel, seeing my treasure defaced in such a crude manner.
Eldritch Dark Forum :: News.
And a portfolio of Smith-inspired artwork by Tim Kirk.
There is also a rather unusual new Smith book out called Shadows Seen and Unseen
.
On hand for future issues are: "Dawn of Discord," an unreprinted story rewritten
 by E.
We’re also including the prose poem "The Flower-Devil" as an appendix, since it 
was the source for "The Demon of the Flower.
We’re also including the prose poem "The Flower-Devil" as an appendix, since it 
was the source for "The Demon of the Flower.
Now sit down and take some deep breaths.
Introduction is by  Michael Dirda, which is something of a coup IMHO.
This is a free program that only requires a microphone and speakers and a small 
webcam to communicate face to face.
"  I imagine this was intended to tie the two together.
Eldritch Dark Forum :: News.
"  Jason van Hollander is doing the covers for the entire series.
And a portfolio of Smith-inspired artwork by Tim Kirk.
The only things we need for issue five are two brief pieces by me.
Anderson, Morgan Holmes, S.
I am looking forward to getting my other children and grandchildren on this prog
ram.
Some of you more advanced computer fold probably already are familiar with "Skyp
e.
I recently enrolled since I have a good friend in Fribourg at school, and my dau
ghter will be at Oxford this fall.
Now sit down and take some deep breaths.
Scott, I think you’re taking this too personally.
Seems to me that Mr Johnson is motivated by all the right reasons.
I also understand that he tried to contact Arkham House more than once but recei
ved no response from them, so he simply went ahead with his project.
A pink flamingo indeed - I think the RPM’s you suggest are modest in the output 
estimate.
Contact me if you think you fit the bill.
He had this book published because of his desire to share his manuscripts with o
thers and also because he felt it was a shame that CAS was so neglected in his o
wn hometown.
The only things we need for issue five are two brief pieces by me.
But you might be on to something there: there are plenty of extant cadavers some
 enterprising technologist could use to generate necro-electro.



One of them, "Spring Clouds," is hanging on the wall beside me as I type this, a
nd it is not a good reproduction.
Mr Johnson has also told me that he will never recover the money it cost him to 
have the book published and that it was never his intention to profit from it in
 the first place.
Eldritch Dark Forum :: News.
Plus Jason van Hollander is doing some art for future issues.
That’s cheered up a rather bad day!
Farmer, Rah Hoffman, and some others here in Auburn and elsewhere.
It occurs to me that the time is ripe for some enterprising CAS fan with a backg
round in A-V to record them on video so that we can use these for any future doc
umentary on Clark.
I have been helping my friend in Fribourg with his German and we are able to con
verse at great length, and the picture is very good.
Cover is another fine color painting by CAS, and we’re also reprinting Virgil Fi
nlay’s illustration for "Naat" from Weird Tales.
I recommend anyone interested to have no second thoughts about purchasing Shadow
s Seen and Unseen.
This took up a lot of time, especially when you add in computer crashes, problem
s in personal lives, and other complications.
"  Jason van Hollander is doing the covers for the entire series.
If CAS hadn’t been cremated, we could have wrapped him in copper wire and magnet
ized his coffin, and he’d generate enough electricity to solve Norcal’s power pr
oblems.
I am looking forward to getting my other children and grandchildren on this prog
ram.
Some of you more advanced computer fold probably already are familiar with "Skyp
e.
There is also a rather unusual new Smith book out called Shadows Seen and Unseen
.
If CAS hadn’t been cremated, we could have wrapped him in copper wire and magnet
ized his coffin, and he’d generate enough electricity to solve Norcal’s power pr
oblems.
I was blocking out a rough amount of text and sending it to Seele-Brennt publish
er Nick Curtis, who would lay it out and send me the proofs.
They can’t be too green: that gunk is rich in electrolytes, and it could cause a
 short circuit that might cause inadvertent reanimation and a craving for a nice
 brainy snack.
Mr Johnson has also told me that he will never recover the money it cost him to 
have the book published and that it was never his intention to profit from it in
 the first place.
He had no idea you owned the painting nor of your involvement in the CAS scholar
ship.
I also understand that he tried to contact Arkham House more than once but recei
ved no response from them, so he simply went ahead with his project.
Contact me if you think you fit the bill.
This is a free program that only requires a microphone and speakers and a small 
webcam to communicate face to face.
We might even let him use the lute and purple cape.
Introduction is by  Michael Dirda, which is something of a coup IMHO.
We’re also including the prose poem "The Flower-Devil" as an appendix, since it 
was the source for "The Demon of the Flower.
Anyway, there’s a booksigning in Auburn this Saturday, and I’ll try to get some 
 more information on this.
One of them, "Spring Clouds," is hanging on the wall beside me as I type this, a
nd it is not a good reproduction.
That’s right, you read it correctly.
He had no idea you owned the painting nor of your involvement in the CAS scholar
ship.
He had no idea you owned the painting nor of your involvement in the CAS scholar



ship.
If there are any such reading this who live within a reasonable distance of Nort
hern California, please contact me and let’s see what we can set up.
"  I imagine this was intended to tie the two together.
There is a tiny delay between picture and conversation, but not significant.
Anderson, Morgan Holmes, S.
Land line and mobile phones may also be called with a small charge - no visuals 
of course.
If there are any such reading this who live within a reasonable distance of Nort
hern California, please contact me and let’s see what we can set up.
Introduction is by  Michael Dirda, which is something of a coup IMHO.
Seems to me that Mr Johnson is motivated by all the right reasons.
Take a Valium if you have one.
If CAS hadn’t been cremated, we could have wrapped him in copper wire and magnet
ized his coffin, and he’d generate enough electricity to solve Norcal’s power pr
oblems.
Here’s what we have on board so far:  a charming and previously unpublished "cat
" poem by CAS; essays on Smith’s poems "Ode to the Abyss" and "Connaissance" by 
Carl Jay Buchanan and Phillip A.
Access Error Headline functionality has been disabled from your intranet.
Mr Johnson has also told me that he will never recover the money it cost him to 
have the book published and that it was never his intention to profit from it in
 the first place.
We hope to use some more artwork as we cultivate relationships with artists capa
ble of doing justice to Smith’s work.
There is also a rather unusual new Smith book out called Shadows Seen and Unseen
.
This is a free program that only requires a microphone and speakers and a small 
webcam to communicate face to face.
I recommend anyone interested to have no second thoughts about purchasing Shadow
s Seen and Unseen.
Scott, I think you’re taking this too personally.
I recommend anyone interested to have no second thoughts about purchasing Shadow
s Seen and Unseen.
Please contact your system administrator to report this fault.
We hope to use some more artwork as we cultivate relationships with artists capa
ble of doing justice to Smith’s work.
Mr Johnson has also told me that he will never recover the money it cost him to 
have the book published and that it was never his intention to profit from it in
 the first place.
I was blocking out a rough amount of text and sending it to Seele-Brennt publish
er Nick Curtis, who would lay it out and send me the proofs.
This is a free program that only requires a microphone and speakers and a small 
webcam to communicate face to face.
We might even let him use the lute and purple cape.
It occurs to me that the time is ripe for some enterprising CAS fan with a backg
round in A-V to record them on video so that we can use these for any future doc
umentary on Clark.
We might even let him use the lute and purple cape.
Land line and mobile phones may also be called with a small charge - no visuals 
of course.
He had this book published because of his desire to share his manuscripts with o
thers and also because he felt it was a shame that CAS was so neglected in his o
wn hometown.
Contact me if you think you fit the bill.
That’s cheered up a rather bad day!
"  Jason van Hollander is doing the covers for the entire series.
I’ve spoken with Mr Johnson on several occasions now and can assure you he didn’
t do this to you on purpose.
Now sit down and take some deep breaths.



Now sit down and take some deep breaths.
And a portfolio of Smith-inspired artwork by Tim Kirk.
This issue is largely devoted to a variorum edition of "Necromancy in Naat," sho
wing what CAS originally wrote, what he cut out, and what he changed.
We’re also including the prose poem "The Flower-Devil" as an appendix, since it 
was the source for "The Demon of the Flower.
Take a Valium if you have one.
On hand for future issues are: "Dawn of Discord," an unreprinted story rewritten
 by E.
I am looking forward to getting my other children and grandchildren on this prog
ram.
We might even let him use the lute and purple cape.
On hand for future issues are: "Dawn of Discord," an unreprinted story rewritten
 by E.
There is also a rather unusual new Smith book out called Shadows Seen and Unseen
.
This issue is largely devoted to a variorum edition of "Necromancy in Naat," sho
wing what CAS originally wrote, what he cut out, and what he changed.
It is a well made book and a nice homage to CAS.
Scott, I think you’re taking this too personally.
If there are any such reading this who live within a reasonable distance of Nort
hern California, please contact me and let’s see what we can set up.
But you might be on to something there: there are plenty of extant cadavers some
 enterprising technologist could use to generate necro-electro.
A pink flamingo indeed - I think the RPM’s you suggest are modest in the output 
estimate.
We hope to use some more artwork as we cultivate relationships with artists capa
ble of doing justice to Smith’s work.
Anderson, Morgan Holmes, S.
Plus still more CAS material: artwork, letters, photographs, etc.
It is a well made book and a nice homage to CAS.
This took up a lot of time, especially when you add in computer crashes, problem
s in personal lives, and other complications.
On hand for future issues are: "Dawn of Discord," an unreprinted story rewritten
 by E.
This takes up the bulk of the issue, but there’s also an essay on the history of
 the story by Yr Obt Serv’t; a memoir of the pioneering Smith scholars Charles K
.
They can’t be too green: that gunk is rich in electrolytes, and it could cause a
 short circuit that might cause inadvertent reanimation and a craving for a nice
 brainy snack.
Cover is another fine color painting by CAS, and we’re also reprinting Virgil Fi
nlay’s illustration for "Naat" from Weird Tales.
But you might be on to something there: there are plenty of extant cadavers some
 enterprising technologist could use to generate necro-electro.
Who could fault him for that?
This takes up the bulk of the issue, but there’s also an essay on the history of
 the story by Yr Obt Serv’t; a memoir of the pioneering Smith scholars Charles K
.
Plus Jason van Hollander is doing some art for future issues.
It is on track for release late this year.
I’ve spoken with Mr Johnson on several occasions now and can assure you he didn’
t do this to you on purpose.
He had this book published because of his desire to share his manuscripts with o
thers and also because he felt it was a shame that CAS was so neglected in his o
wn hometown.
I’ve spoken with Mr Johnson on several occasions now and can assure you he didn’
t do this to you on purpose.
"  I imagine this was intended to tie the two together.
Farmer, Rah Hoffman, and some others here in Auburn and elsewhere.



He had no idea you owned the painting nor of your involvement in the CAS scholar
ship.
Who could fault him for that?
It is a well made book and a nice homage to CAS.
Cover is another fine color painting by CAS, and we’re also reprinting Virgil Fi
nlay’s illustration for "Naat" from Weird Tales.
Now sit down and take some deep breaths.
I also understand that he tried to contact Arkham House more than once but recei
ved no response from them, so he simply went ahead with his project.
And a portfolio of Smith-inspired artwork by Tim Kirk.
And a portfolio of Smith-inspired artwork by Tim Kirk.
We hope to use some more artwork as we cultivate relationships with artists capa
ble of doing justice to Smith’s work.
If you are the system administrator, please click here.
Cover is another fine color painting by CAS, and we’re also reprinting Virgil Fi
nlay’s illustration for "Naat" from Weird Tales.
And a portfolio of Smith-inspired artwork by Tim Kirk.
I am looking forward to getting my other children and grandchildren on this prog
ram.
Farmer, Rah Hoffman, and some others here in Auburn and elsewhere.
Scott, I think you’re taking this too personally.
Some of you more advanced computer fold probably already are familiar with "Skyp
e.
A pink flamingo indeed - I think the RPM’s you suggest are modest in the output 
estimate.
I am now laying out each issue, sending PDFs to the writers to correct, and send
ing the corrected final files to Nick, ready-to-go.
One of them, "Spring Clouds," is hanging on the wall beside me as I type this, a
nd it is not a good reproduction.
We hope to use some more artwork as we cultivate relationships with artists capa
ble of doing justice to Smith’s work.
It is a well made book and a nice homage to CAS.
Take a Valium if you have one.
This took up a lot of time, especially when you add in computer crashes, problem
s in personal lives, and other complications.
If you are the system administrator, please click here.
"  I imagine this was intended to tie the two together.
In addition, the editor used Photo-Shop to add a pink flamingo to the foreground
.
There are also letters from Don Herron, Donald Sidney-Fryer, and Ron Hilger; I r
eally want to start running a regular letter column, so please, guys, let me kno
w what you think of the issues!
Now sit down and take some deep breaths.
They can’t be too green: that gunk is rich in electrolytes, and it could cause a
 short circuit that might cause inadvertent reanimation and a craving for a nice
 brainy snack.
Eldritch Dark Forum :: News.
That’s right, you read it correctly.
And think about how I feel, seeing my treasure defaced in such a crude manner.
Contact me if you think you fit the bill.


